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Written version of ShivBaba’s murli 1159 (the level  of Raja Yogis) 
Cass.1645 Murli 23.08.68 Class on 30.08.09 in Bomba y Maharastra 
 
The text of the murli  
 

 The morning class of 23.08.68 was discussed. The topic, ‘Birth after birth, since when…?’ was mentioned at the beginning of the second page. 
‘Since sins started, since sinful actions started. At the beginning you come in the Ancient Deity Religion.’ Hm? What was said? In which religion (dharm) do 
you come first? [Students: The Ancient Deity Religion.] And later on? [Students are saying something.] You become converted in other religions (dharm). 
Do all of you become converted? [A student is saying something.] Was anyone saved? [A student: The Sun Dynasty.] Is anyone saved? [Students: The 
Sun Dynasty.] Is the Sun Dynasty saved? Leave the question of the Sun Dynasty.  [Regarding] the Sun to whom God narrates knowledge when He comes, 
that Sun lays the foundation of the other religions (dharm), so is he born there or not? So, what will be said [about it]? [Students are saying something.] He 
becomes converted, doesn’t he? [A student: No, he doesn’t.] Doesn’t he? [A student: He doesn’t become converted in that birth.] Yes, it is said ‘conversion’, 
when someone is born in one clan and he doesn’t protect the honour of that clan and becomes converted in another clan, he becomes converted in 
another religion; he doesn’t protect the honour of the motherland. It is not called ‘conversion’ when some soul goes to another religion (dharm) and is born 
there. Leaving one religion and adopting another in the same birth is called ‘conversion’. Those special souls are so strong in [their] religion (dharm) that 
[even if their] child becomes converted, [their] grand-son becomes converted… let them become converted! However they [i.e. those strong souls] don’t 
leave their religion.  

For example, Mahatma Buddha enters Sidharta. Sidhart becomes converted. He leaves the Ancient Deity Religion, he leaves its principles and 
starts popularising the principles of Buddhism. His father, Shuddhodan, chucks the child out from the house; he expels him from the country, but he himself 
doesn’t become converted. His grandfather, Bindusar… What was his name? [Student: Bindusar.] What does it mean? All the souls in the form of points… 
The human souls are points, aren’t they? [He is] the essence (sar) of 5-7 billions points in the form of human souls. Who is the essence of the entire tree 
in the form of the human creation (sķishŃi)? Is there anyone or not? Who is this? [Students: Prajapita.] The one who gives birth to that tree. The First Father 
(Adi Pita). He is the essence of the tree in the form of the human creation. He was named Bindusar. Is he the father (bāp) or the grandfather (bābā)? [A 
student: The father.] Is he the father? [Students: The grandfather.] Was he the father or the grandfather of Sidhart, the one who became converted? [A 
student: The grandfather.] He was his grandfather. So, the Buddhist Religion is established 300-400 years earlier. When it is established, the grandson of 
Bindusar, the son of Shuddhodan became converted. He was even expelled from the country. ‘Dharat pariye, par dharm na choriye’ [Fall on the ground, 
but don’t renounce the religion]. The child is expelled from the country; he is firm (āruķh) in the religion; the child becomes famous in the country and 
abroad; he makes all the eastern countries acquainted with his ideas; he becomes renown in China, Japan and all around; the Buddhist Religion is 
established. So many generations of the world become crazy about that Shidhart. [His] fame reaches Bharat, doesn’t it? Bindusar and Shuddhodan’s ears 
can hear that fame, can’t they? Won’t their heart be attracted toward the child? Whose blood is he? He is the father’s blood, the grandfather’s blood that is 
gaining this great fame in the country and abroad. Will the heart move toward the child or not? It does move. Their heart moves toward that child all their 
life, but they don’t renounce their religion (dharm), because it is the principle of the Ancient Deity Religion, ‘Dharat pariye, par dharm na choriye’. It was 
written in the Gita, ´Svadharm nidhanam shayah, pardharmo bhayavah’ [It is better to die in one’s own religion; adopting the religion of the others is 
dangerous]. Their intellect kept going toward that child for all their life, so ant mate so gatii will certainly come true. The sharper are thoughts, the earlier do 
those thoughts come true. The duller are thoughts, the later do they become realised. Ant mate so gati in this case [is realised] after 300-400 years; when 
Buddhism is very much spread in the eastern countries, both the grandfather and the father get together in order to establish the kingdom of the Buddhist 
Religion. It is because the father himself gives kingdom; the grandfather’s kingdom is definitely received. Those souls after leaving their bodies, according 
to those sanskars [imprints] that pulled them so much and made ant mate so gati, go to the Buddhist Religion and are born there. And they become 
instruments in establishing the kingdom of Buddhism. That is why it was said, ‘At the beginning you come in the Ancient Deity Religion.’ Later on, because 
of attachment… The followers of the other religions aren’t as attached to the children as the residents of Bharat. This Bharat is a country giving preference 
to the mother. Because it is a country giving preference to the mother, there are more motherly feelings in this country. Because where is the origin of every 
religion? It is in Bharat itself. At the very beginning there used to be the Ancient Deity Religion in Bharat. It is the followers of the Ancient Deity Religion that 
became Hindus later on. Then, they converted from Hindu Religion to other religions. So, it was said, ‘At the very beginning you were [the members of] the 
Sun Dynasty complete in 16 celestial degrees.’ And later on…? Later on because of [you] experiencing happiness, the celestial degrees decreased. Some 
went to other religions by being born there and some became converted in the same birth. So, who will be called ‘weak souls’ (kaccī ātmā) and who will be 
called ‘souls strong in their religion’ (pakkī ātmā)? The ones who become converted in the same birth are weak souls. And the ones who don’t become 
converted in the same birth, who don’t leave their religion because of attachment, but because of the attraction of the soul go and are born in those 
religions in next births…. Actually, it is also a kind of duty. What duty is that? The duty of the souls who are equal to the father relies in that they are fathers 
of the followers of all religions. Who? The Sun Dynasty. So, through theseii souls [the Sun Dynasty] those souls receive their share in the inheritance of the 
kingdom. That is why it was said, ‘At the beginning you were [the members of] the Sun Dynasty complete in 16 celestial degrees. Then, in your Moon 
Dynasty two celestial degrees decrease. Then, the celestial degrees decrease gradually and you become deprived of all celestial degrees (kalahin) at the 
end of the Iron Age. How will you now become complete in 16 celestial degrees again? Hm? Whether it is because of the religious conversion in the same 
birth or because of the religious conversion in the next birth, the colour of the other religions exerts the influence [on you], doesn’t it? The celestial degrees 
of the soul decrease, don’t they? So, you have been falling down. Now, how can you become complete in 16 celestial degrees? You will have to go in the 
opposite direction; you will have to climb the ladder up, in the opposite direction. Break all the relationships; create one relationship. Over there, in 84 births, 
it is unknown who is that Bindusar, the highest on high father of the human creation in whom the highest on high religious father, God himself, enters. Now, 
we do know it. Since we know [that he is] that highest on high in whose colour of the company we will become the highest on high according to the spiritual 
efforts and we will become complete in 16 celestial degrees… So, this is the main thing, the question of recognition that Bidusar, of knowing him and 
accepting him. Become satopadhāniii by remembering that father. That father is not only the father of the human creation. The father of the souls, the 
Supreme Father Supreme Soul is also present in him. He is the permanent chariot (mukarrar rath). So, we will become satopradhān, because the one who 
is present in him, who enters him permanently is ever pure, he is ever benevolent (sadā shiva), he is ever sattiv. He can’t become asattv ever, in any 
situation, in any problem, in any country, in any crown of people. Who? The one who is ever benevolent. That is why it was said, ‘Just like you became 
satopradhān a cycle ago by remembering me alone, in the same way now you will become satopradhān. No one else will become satopradhān.’ Only the 
ones who became satopradhān a cycle ago by remembering me alone will become satopradhān. There won’t be the difference of even one. The ones to 
become satopradhān will keep coming. Where will they keep coming? They will keep coming to the Father. They will recognise him and remember him.vi 
You become satopradhān. The ones who are sato, remain sato. They are  number wise, aren’t they? Then, as they have come with the  course of the 
drama, they will come exactly according to the drama. They will come, they will be born.vii ‘Look, how wonderful drama is created. A great intelligence is 
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needed to understand this drama in a proper way. But the ones having stony intellects can’t understand it.’ Arey! Hasn’t the one who transforms the stony 
intellect into the pārasviii intellect come? He has come, so they can understand, can’t they? Why was it said that the stony intellect can’t understand? Only 
if the stony intellect remains in the company of the paras, it will understand.  If it doesn’t, it won’t become [transformed], because it doesn’t understand. The 
stony intellect means the thick intellect. Is the stone light or heavy. Their intellect is heavy, as if lightness didn’t arise in it at all. The paras intellects are 
subtle/refined (mahīn) intellects. The subtle/refined intellect quickly catches the depth of anything.  

‘The Father explains so well. Just like you have been going down in 84 births, in the same way you have to go up now.’ What? For 84 births, for 
4 ages (yuga) you have been going down, haven’t you? In the satopradhān age (yuga) you went down very slowly. And in the satosāmanya age you went 
down faster. In the Golden Age, during 1250 years you went down 2 celestial degrees. And in the Silver Age, during the same 1250 years, how much did 
you go down? You went down three times faster. Then, in the Copper Age? The speed of going down increased more. 8 celestial degrees of some were 
eaten in 1250 years. When the Iron Age came, all remained deprived of celestial degrees (kalahin). So, just like you have gone down, now you will go up. 
In climbing the ladder of which age (yuga) will you experience difficulty most? In climbing the ladder of the Iron Age a lot of difficulty is experienced. Yet, the 
father tells you, ‘Now, there is still time. You know also that you will pass number wise. Then, you will go down number wise. Your aim is to become 
satopradhān.’ Your! This is not the aim of the other religious fathers. What will be their aim? They won’t have the aim to become satopradhān like Lakshmi 
and Narayan. Lakshmi and Narayan can’t be a symbol for them. They will follow the other religious fathers who are the leaders of those religions 
respectively and who come at their special time. It can’t not be said that all fail, all pass. Is it like this? They fail number wise and they pass number wise. 
They fall from [the level of] 100 (sau number se phir kam ho jate hain). This ‘100’ will be said for the completely satopradhān [stage]. Yet, they are number 
wise in fail and pass. That is why you have to make a lot of spiritual efforts (purusharth). You do fail in these spiritual efforts. In which spiritual efforts? In 
which spiritual efforts do you fail? Arey, you fail in the spiritual efforts to become satopradhān.  

It is easy to do service. You will be able explain to the others to the extent you will understand. In what way they teach in the museum…  By 
looking at their teaching in the museum, by looking at their way of teaching, it is known how much they have studied. It is about which museum? In the 
basic knowledge, in the physical museum it is known about the basic knowledge. In the advanced knowledge, the living museum isix prepared. When the 
teachers explain about the special various satopradhān mūrtix in the living museum, it is known how much reverence towards those satopradhān mūrti is 
in them, how faithfully they present things to the others. Then their methods of teaching are known. The head teachers will certainly see [i.e. check]. What? 
What will they see? [They will see] what their methods of teaching are like. They will see that this and this don’t explain properly, then they will go 
themselves to explain. They won’t allow them to explain wrong. If someone is a good teacher, will she listen to defamation of the good ones? She can’t 
listen. She will come and help. One or two guards like this are assigned to keep watching if the teachers explain properly or not; if they don’t become 
confused, when someone asks something; if they don’t answer in confusion. It is also understood that the service in the exhibition is better than the service 
of the centre. How? [A student is saying something.] Then, if it is the service in the exhibition that is good, exhibitions should be held and opening centres 
should be stopped. What was said? [A student is saying something.] Yes, it is about the living centres and it is about the living exhibitions. When the 
moving pictures of exhibition are ready, they will keep doing service, wherever they will go. Subjects will be created by only looking at them; there won’t be 
any need to explain extensively. So, the service in the exhibition is better than  the service in the centres and the service in the museum is better than the 
service in the exhibition. What is the difference between the museum and exhibition. The pictures in the museum remain in one place. After being gathered, 
they will create such an atmosphere of one place that the souls attracted from far will keep coming to that place. And in the case of the exhibition? The 
exhibition is moved around. Those pictures don’t have so much power so that they would sit in one place and the souls attracted from all around would 
spontaneously come [there]. The museum presents itself well. Those who have seen it, will keep telling the others about it. It will last till the end. What? 
What will last till the end? Will the centre last till the end, will the exhibition last till the end or will the museum last till the end? The museum, the service of 
the museum will last till the end. The physical museum or the living museum? The service of the living museum will last till the end. And this name 
‘museum’ will be changed. What? What will happen. The name ‘museum’ will be changed. Will the name ‘museum’ be changed? Then what will it 
become? Arey! Doesn’t anything come in your mind? [A student is saying something.] The name ‘The World University of God the Father’xi is good. This 
name will be used. Where will it start? [Students are saying something.] In the Golden Age? [Students are saying something.] Finally, the name ‘The World 
University of God the Father’ will start from somewhere. Or will the name be used in the entire Hindustan at once? The name Adhyātmik Ishvarīya 
Vishvavidyālaya [‘The World University of God the Father’] that is used, will it be used at once in the entire Hindustan or will it start from some place first? 
[A student is saying something.] From where? [Students are saying something.] It starts from Banaras. What? From the place where the ready-made 
essence of knowledge (gyān kā banā-banāyā ras) is ready; there is no even need to rub [i.e. churn in order to extract the essence].  

There is no human name in this [name]. In the previous name, Prajāpita Brāhma Kumāāri Ishvarīya Vishvavidyālaya or Brāhma Kumāāri 
Ishvarīya Vishvavidyālaya, there is a [human] name. Whose? Humans’. But in this one there is no human name. What is the name? ‘Adhyātmik’ [spiritual], 
adhy means ‘inside’, ātmik means ‘in the soul’; it means if someone has to know all these details  - what is in the soul, in which souls, how many births, 
what kind of parts – he will have to go where? He will have to go to the Spiritual University of God the Father. God is the one who teaches the spiritual 
knowledge. He is the father of the souls; he isn’t the father of the bodily beings. It will be necessary to go into spirituality in order to know what is in the souls 
that are children of the Supreme Father Supreme Soul, what roles of numerous births are recorded in them. No human is able to teach that spirituality. 
Spirituality is not something to be taught by the humans. Who teaches it? God, the Spiritual Father Himself teaches it.  

Now, who inaugurates it? One thing is to inaugurate. The act of inauguration takes place first and later on establishment takes place. Who 
inaugurates it? The Father inaugurated it. [He inaugurated] what? Adhyātmik Ishvarīya Vishvavidyālaya [‘The World University of God the Father’]. This is 
[a point] for the recognition of the Father. What? No one else can inaugurate it. No one among 5-7 billions soul can inaugurate Adhyātmik Ishvarīya 
Vishvavidyālaya? Why? [A student: They don’t have power.] Don’t they have power? Why don’t they have power? All are souls. It is because only the one 
who has the power to enter the soul can inaugurate Adhyātmik Ishvarīya Vishvavidyālaya [‘The World University of God the Father’]; the one who has the 
power to enter every kind of soul to its bottom. How many are there the seeds of the entire world, of all humanity, of the humans of all the religions? How 
many are there the seeds of all the human beings in the world. [Students: 108.] The 108 are the ones who gain the kingdom. [Students are saying 
something.] There is also the class of subjects. Only kingdom number one is praised in this way. The other kingdoms are not praised like this. ‘The subjects 
are like their kings’. Does this praise ‘the subjects are like their kings’ concern the kingdom in today’s world fully? No! The kings are millionaires, 
multimillionaires; they are saving money in foreign banks and the subjects are starving. So, this is not the praise of the government, of those human 
generations at the end or middle. This praise concerns which generation for 100%? The very first generation of the world. The praise, ‘the subjects are like 
their kings’ concerns that [generation]. So, the father inaugurated this Adhyātmik Ishvarīya Vishvavidyālaya [‘The World University of God the Father’].  

You have inauguration performed by some important people. You think that because they are famous, many people will come. What do you 
Brahmins do? When you inaugurate a centre, a school of the Gita, a museum or when you inaugurate an exhibition, through whom do you have it done? 
You have it done through the ones who are considered to be important in the worldly way. And through whom does the Father have it done? ‘Father’ 
means the Supreme Soul Father. He himself doesn’t do anything. Does he do anything or is he beyond action (akarta)? He is beyond action. However, he 
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has things done. Through whom does he have things done? Hm? Should the one through whom he has things done be in a corporeal form or should he be 
incorporeal? He should be in a corporeal form. He is also an unlimited father, of the human creation (manushya sķshŃi). And he is revealed when the 
Supreme Soul Father enters him. So, you know that if you have an inauguration performed by an important person, many will see him and come following 
him. What is the unlimited father’s method then? What is the method? Hm? Arey! Does the unlimited father want to call [invite] many or not? He will call 
[invite] numerous ones of which category? Will he call [invite] many people belonging to the class of subjects or the ones who are to receive kingdom? The 
handful of souls selected from souls of the entire world emerge. How will that handful of souls be gathered? Who is needed to gather them, to gather those 
kings? A king is needed. That is why it was said that Prajapita is the highest in the human world of creation (sķshŃi). How many are there in the human world 
of creation in total? How many are there humans in total? There are 5 billions human beings. Actually, there are 7 billions, even 7,5 billions, but they cannot 
be put in the category of humans. [A sound of a mobile.] Look, I also have a mobile. Do the others, those who are beyond those 5 billions, belong to the 
category of human beings? Do they? They don’t. They belong to which category? [Students: Insects and worms.] They aren’t souls that think. They won’t 
think even a little bit. Those 2 billions are added later on. First 5 – 5.5 billions are mentioned; the ones who through thinking and churning discover various 
births of their soul. The number of those who think is 5 billions. All of them will know their various births, but they are number wise; some for 100%, some 
not even for ¼ %. If the chief of those thinking human souls is caught, one day all humans will come following him. There are lots of human beings. That is 
why Baba wrote in Delhi to print the opinions of the important people. Why was the name of Delhi mentioned? Arey! Aren’t there other big cities in this big 
world? There is New York, there is Washington, there is London, there is Tokyo… there are big cities. Why weren’t their names mentioned? Because the 
souls of every religion haven’t rule in the other big cities in the world. Delhi is the only city in the world, where the souls of every religion ruled in its lap, like 
the child rules in the mother’s lap. So, it was said, ‘Print the opinions of the important people in Delhi.’ If we look with a limited eye, if we look with a body 
conscious eye, ‘important people’ will mean collectors, ministers, directors. And if we look with a spiritual eye, will it mean the important people from a 
worldly point of view or will it mean the important people in from a spiritual point of view? From the spiritual point of view, even one among the ones who 
have been invited for [performing] inauguration till now can’t be considered as an important person who would be elevated among the ones who churn and 
who in terms of the divine knowledge by churning on their various births would find new things and who first would recognise their various births and before 
that they would recognise the Father.   

So, it is good to print the opinions of those who are important people in the unlimited view of you unlimited children. Those important people 
should churn and find new things. There is no question of magic in it. That is why Baba writes repeatedly, ‘Publish a book of opinions. Publish that book of 
opinions also here. It should be distributed here in a special way’. Regardless of publishing, it is necessary to distribute it here. ‘Regarding your 
enemies….’ Are there enemies of the Sun Dynasty or not? ‘That book of opinions should be published and given to those who are your enemies.’ Because 
people make up a lot of stories. They can make up stories, but they don’t know how to implement those stories they narrate in practice. ‘In terms of the 
previous time, Vyas will be still said to be rajogunixii.’ Did Vyas churn or not? Who in the world churned most? It will be said that no one has written as many 
scriptures as Vyas. Yet, Vyas was a thinker in which stage? There are four stages of churning. Tamopradhān, rajopradhān, satosāmanya, satopradhān.xiii 
Vyas was in which stage? He was a thinker in the rajopradhān stage; he did churning of the rajopradhān stage; however, he didn’t do churning of the 
satopradhān stage. In the puranaxivand other [scriptures], the Veda and other scriptures that were written there is no description, no history of the 
satopradhān age (yuga) and the satosāmanya age, the Golden and Silver Ages at all. And whatever is there, everything is false. There is Ram in the Silver 
Age and along with Ram, Ravan. The Silver Age is complete in 14 celestial degrees; then, how did Ravan come there? Does Ravan have a tamopradhān 
intellect or satopradhān? He has an adulterated intellect. Hirenyakashyap and Prahlad were shown to be in the Golden Age. How can devils like 
Hirenyakashyap come in the Golden Age? There is no question like this to arise. The entire history written in the purana is junk. So, it will be said that 
[Vyas] created scriptures in the rajopradhān age. In what age? The rajopradhān age. Why was it said ‘rajopradhān’? Hm? [Students are saying 
something.] In the Copper Age? What happens in the Copper Age that it was called ‘rajopradhān’? [A student: There are 8 celestial degrees.] 8 celestial 
degrees? ☺ So, it should be said [the age of] ‘8 celestial degrees’. Why was it called ‘the rajopradhān age’? It was called ‘the rajopradhān age’, because 
all the women start menstruating (rājasvalā honā). Why do they start [menstruating]? Because duality starts at that time. One is the truth. When another 
one penetrates that one… Is number two considered as good or will it be bad? [People] say, ‘Goods number two’. It is the age of duality, so it is called ‘the 
age of the rajopradhān stage’. There can’t be sattvikxv stage there. Even the satosāmanya stage doesn’t exist. What does the human intellect become 
like? The intellect becomes rājasixvi. The intellect becomes rajopradhān. The intellect of every man is involved in what? Their intellect becomes stuck 
where the blood of menstruation (raj) comes from. Their intellect doesn’t rise above that, though they may be great scholars, they may be great thinkers; 
they will certainly apply those rājasi  things in the scriptures. It is because the intellect is rajasi. So, Vyas will be also said to be rajoguni. There won’t be 
even one among his scriptures that would be free from the rajopradhān things. Every scripture is full of topics connected to raj and  vīryaxvii. The human 
intellect becomes like this. He [Vyas] created scriptures at that time. The atmosphere of the entire world becomes like this. When everyone’s intellect 
becomes rajopradhān, the rajoguni humans… The rajoguni humans created these scriptures, so will they be false or will they be true? So many false 
scriptures [i.e. scriptures containing lies]. Look, they created so many false scriptures, so is there anything false that the tomopradhān human can’t create? 
That is why it is being repeatedly said (gāyan hai)  day by day, ‘False Maya, false body, false the entire world’. Why was the name ‘Maya’ mentioned first? 
The name ‘Nature’ wasn’t mention! What name was mentioned? What is called ‘Maya’? 5 vices are called ‘Maya’. All right, in the world, the soulsxviii that 
are 100% full of 5 vices, aren’t they the form of Maya-Ravan? They are. Does the man become the form of Maya-Ravan first or does a weakness arise first 
in the woman? In whom first does a defect [abnormality] arise? First a defect arises in the man’s mind. The mother in the form of nature has an inert 
intellect. She can’t even recognise what is the truth and what is a lie. She can’t discriminate. That is why all who decide what is true and false in the world, 
call them ‘judge’ or call them ‘king’, are they men or are they women? They are men. Yet, why was it said, ‘Maya-Ravan’? Why doesn’t Baba say, 
‘Ravan-Maya’? It was said [like this], because … Ma mean ‘not’, aya mean ‘came’. What? [It means] ‘hadn’t it come, it would have been good’. What hadn’t 
come? The form of Maya; if it hadn’t come, it would have been good. What kind of form? The body conscious form. There is not as much body 
consciousness in men as in women. That is why Maya was put first. The vice of lust is in men; desire (kāmanā) arises [in them]. They see a female form of 
Maya (Maya rūpinī) and a desire arises in them. So, it was said that this saying (gāyan) has been popular in this world, in this world of falsehood… What? 
‘False Maya, false body…’  This body… No one in the rajopradhān world of duality has a body like that in the praise of Ram, ‘Ram, the highest among the 
men following the highest code of conduct’ (māryadā purushottam Rām). Neither women, nor men. Which is the main part in the body that spreads 
pollution? The eyes. The Copper Age came and at the very beginning of the Copper Age, as soon as the souls of Islam Religion came, adulteration started. 
The eyes first started to spread the pollution of adulteration. Whose eyes are more attracting? The women’s eyes or the men’s eyes? Whose eyes attract 
more? [Students are saying something.] The men’s? Women will say that the men’s [eyes]; men will say that the women’s [eyes]. But what is the reality? 
There is more softness in the parts of the female body; there is more beauty [in them]. There isn’t so much softness and beauty in the man. There is 
harshness in him. That is why he was given the name ‘purusha’. Paurushxix means harsh (kaŃhor). He is harsh through the mind, he is harsh through the 
intellect and he is harsh also through the organs of action; he is harsh through the power of the body. That is why he is called ‘purusha’. 
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So, Baba said that ‘False Maya, false body, false the entire world’ isn’t a saying about the Golden and Silver Ages. The body there is not false. 
Kāyā [body] means sharīr [body]. Not even one part of the body, even the eyes, are not false. Krishna’s eyes (dķshŃi) are only for Radha, Radha’s eye are 
only for Krishna. And it is not only for one birth. It concerns how many births? It concerns 21 births. That corruption can’t arise in the sanskars. ‘False Maya, 
false body, false the entire world’ contains everything. Om shanti.  

                                                 
i The final thought leads to the destination. 
ii If we say is English ‘those’, which is the literal translation, we will indicate those souls mentioned earlier. 
iii Satopradhān -  see footnote vii. 
iv Satt – having the power and goodness of the sattvik stage. 
v Asatt – antonym to satt. 
vi The form ‘keep recognizing and keep remembering’ was deliberately changed for the clarity of meaning. 
vii Not ‘take birth’. 
viii Pāras – a stone thought to be capable of transmuting iron into gold, philosopher’s stone. 
ix If we translate ‘bhi’ as ‘also’, it will mean that both the non-living and living museums are created in the advanced knowledge.  
x Mūrti – here a living person who becomes an example to be watched and followed, so it becomes like a living statue. 
xi ‘God Fatherly World University’ is said in the Hindi-English. In the British English it isn’t correct. 
xii Rajoguni – same as rajopradhān. 
xiii Tamopradhān (tamo) – the stage dominated by darkness and ignorance, rajopradhān (rajo) – the mixed stage, half pure half impure, between sato and 
tamo, satosāmanya – the stage that is still similar to the satopradhān stage, satopradhān (sato) - the stage dominated by goodness and purity.  
xiv A kind of old Indian scriptures. 
xv Sattvik - the stage in which the soul and matter have their natural properties dominated by goodness and purity; the stage of being the pure essence, 
goodness. 
xvi Rājasi – same as rajopradhān. 
xvii Raj – the female potential, sexual power; vīrya – the male potential, sexual power, semen, sperm. 
xviii The literal translation: ‘The souls of the world’ will convey a different meaning. 
xix Paurush in Hindi means also: prowess, valour, vigour, strength. 
 
_________________ 
* words which Baba uses in English 
[xxx] words that are added in the translation for a better understanding of the English sentences. The structure of the English sentence and the structure of 
the Hindi sentence are different. The collocations in both languages are different too. For this reason words in the English sentence are often missing, 
when we want to translate literally what Baba is saying.  
(xxxx) – terms in Hindi 
 
This text is only the draft of translation prepared for Baba’s approval 


